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Video Guide 

AUR31120 - Certificate III in Heavy Commercial Vehicle Mechanical Technology 

Introduction 

When you apply for a Skills Assessment as a Diesel Motor Mechanic (Heavy Commercial  
Vehicle), you must provide video evidence. 

This Guide provides instructions about what types of skills to capture in your videos and how to 
record them. 

Instructions  

You must film and submit three (3) videos (up to five (5) minutes each) showing your skills 
as a Diesel Motor Mechanic (Heavy Commercial Vehicle).  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
In each video, you must: 

§ wear correct personal protective equipment (PPE) 
§ use any tools and equipment safely 
§ clearly show that it is you doing the work 
§ describe what you are doing. 

 
To create the videos, we recommend you follow these steps. 

The skills you show in your videos may include (but are not limited to): 
§ Conducting safety lock out procedures on automotive equipment. 
§ Performing a service on Heavy Commercial Vehicles to OEM specifications. 
§ Diagnosing faults in Heavy Commercial Vehicles using a digital multimeter, 

diagnostic tool/scan tool/onboard diagnostic equipment. 
§ Performing repairs on Heavy Commercial Vehicles.  

(For example, removing and replacing components such as turbo charger, water 
pump, electronic sensors.) 

§ Dismantling components and assessing for wear. 
(For example, dismantling brake shoes on an air brake system and replacing with 
new parts.) 

§ Testing Heavy Commercial Vehicles. 
(For example, testing fuel pressure using pressure gauge, testing charging system 
for correct operation and wheel speed sensor to OEM specification.) 

 
Note: You can also film other tasks you perform in your day-to-day work as a Diesel Motor 
Mechanic (Heavy Commercial Vehicle). 
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Step 1: Preparation 

1. Find a time and place to film the videos without disruption – you are strongly 
encouraged to film the videos in your workplace. 

2. Organise the area and any equipment and resources you will need. 

 
Step 2: Filming 

1. If you do not have another person to operate the camera, put your camera on a 
stable surface such as a table or a tripod. This will help keep your video steady. 

2. Put the camera sideways (landscape mode) so it captures the entire work area 
where you will be performing the task. Remember, you will need to be clearly seen in 
the video as the person doing the work. 

3. Do a ‘trial check’ to see if the video is being recorded correctly. To do this film 10- 20 
seconds, then view the video and check it is in focus, the lighting is good, and your 
voice can clearly be heard. 

4. If the trial is successful, film your complete video. 

5. At the start of the video, clearly state the task you are going to perform.  

6. While completing the task speak clearly and slowly describing what you're doing.  

IMPORTANT: If there are any risks to health and safety, you must stop filming. 

 

Step 3: Save and upload 

1. When you have finished filming, watch the video to make sure you have filmed 
everything you want.  

2. Save and name the video files: 

§ File size for each video must not exceed 500mb  

§ Accepted video file formats include: 

o MP4 (.mp4) 

o M4V (.m4v) 

o OGV (.ogv) 

o WEBM (.webm) 

§ Video files must be named using the following format: 'Surname_First 
Name_Video_number'. For example: 'Smith_Peter_Video_1' 

3. Upload your videos via the VETASSESS online portal when submitting your 
application. 
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Note: Your assessor may request additional videos or photos if your videos do not 
provide evidence of you safely demonstrating your skills as a skilled tradesperson. 


